Come summer or winter, rush to Shimla to beat the heat or to catch snow covered mountains.

The five and half hour Journey on a Narrow Gauge Line (2.6 feet) from Kalka to Shimla takes one through 102 tunnels, many arch bridges and several picturesque stations like Koti, Dharam Pur, Barog, Salogra, Kandaghat and Tara Devi etc.

Travelling by Rail in this section has added attraction due to availability of various luxurious options such as special coaches RA-100, RA-200, JHAROKHA, CT -12&13 and Steam Special.

SELF PROPELLED RA 100

RA 200 (SHIVALIK PALACE)

Special Features:-
It is Air-conditioned coach equipped with modular Kitchen, attendant and crockery to feel at home on wheels.

Capacity  —  09 Passengers
*Round Trip Fare —  27000/-

(If Meal material will be provided by passengers, then only attendant services will be provided.)

CT 14 (JHAROKHA)

Special Features:-
It is Air-conditioned coach with Plush interior and environment friendly exterior. Balconies on both sides with seating arrangement is unique experience.

Capacity —  08 Passengers
*Round Trip Fare —  29000/-

*Return journey for round trip will be on following day.

CT 12 & 13 (COMPOSITE COACHES)
Special Features:
Suitable for big groups. First twin Narrow Gauge vestibuled coach with extra large windows.

Capacity – 22 Passengers
Single Trip Fare – 18135/-

Taking a Journey by any of these special coaches, traversing the Narrow Gauge zigzagging track, offers a unique opportunity to experience the majestic Hills and their conquest, through engineering construction skills, more than 100 years ago.

The Holiday begins even before you reach the destination. Journey on these coaches is indeed to remember. The joy of travelling, on these beautiful coaches, is intangible but rich, making Kalka-Shimla Rail journey ever memorable.

Come One, Come All
All Big and Small

Explore this Heritage Mountain Hill Railway, Capture the beauty of nature from close quarters, through a journey by Toy Train, The journey on beautiful Narrow Gauge Coaches sure to make the Memories to Last Lifetime.

Terms & Conditions applicable as per policy.
Due Service Tax is applicable on the mentioned fares.

*No catering to be provided.

Special Coaches not to be used for stay purpose at stations.

*For booking, Fax No. 0171-2610596
Email: Pamcell.umb@gmail.com
*For any query, contact on:
Commercial Branch : 0171-2611160
Commercial Control : 9729539980
Sr.DCM/Ambala Division: 9729539950

Note: For the booking of Steam Run Special & Rail Motor Car, please contact above address.